The Bookmarks
Free Public Library of Monroe Township
713 Marsha Avenue,
Williamstown, NJ 08094
(856) 629-1212 www.monroetpl.org

2018 BOOK CLUB READING LIST
The Bookmarks meet on the last Tuesday of each month at 7:00 p.m. except for December. All
adults are invited to read along with us and join our monthly discussions held in the library
meeting room. For more information, please call 856-629-1212.

JANUARY30:

The Cold, Cold Ground by Adrian McKinty (Fiction) On Order
Spring 1981. Northern Ireland. Belfast on the verge of outright civil war. The Thatcher
government has flooded the area with soldiers, but nightly there are riots, bombings, and
sectarian attacks. In the midst of the chaos, Sean Duffy, a young, witty, Catholic
detective in the almost entirely Protestant Royal Ulster Constabulary, is trying to track
down a serial killer who is targeting gay men. As a Catholic policeman, Duffy is
suspected by both sides and there are layers of complications. Fast-paced, evocative,
and brutal, this book is a brilliant depiction of Belfast at the height of the Troubles and a
cop caught in the cross fire.

FEBRUARY 27:

The Hamilton Affair by Elizabeth Cobbs (Fiction) F COB
Tells the sweeping, tumultuous, true story of Alexander Hamilton and Elizabeth Schuyler,
from the passionate and tender beginnings of their romance to his fateful duel on the
banks of the Hudson River. Hamilton was a bastard and orphan, raised in the Caribbean
and desperate for legitimacy, who became one of the American Revolution's most
dashing--and improbable--heroes. Elizabeth was the wealthy, beautiful, adventurous
daughter of the respectable Schuyler clan--and a pioneering advocate for women.
Together, the unlikely couple braved the dangers of war, the perils of seduction, the
anguish of infidelity, and the scourge of partisanship that menaced their family and the
country itself.

MARCH 27:

The Tea Girl of Humming Bird lane by Lisa See (Fiction) F See
Li-yan and her family align their lives around the seasons and the farming of tea. There is
ritual and routine, and it has been ever thus for generations. Then one day a jeep
appears at the village gate the first automobile any of them have seen and a stranger
arrives. In this remote Yunnan village, the stranger finds the rare tea he has been
seeking and a reticent Akha people. In her biggest seller, Snow Flower and the Secret
Fan, See introduced the Yao people to her readers. Here she shares the customs of
another Chinese ethnic minority, the Akha, whose world will soon change . Li-yan, one of
the few educated girls on her mountain, translates for the stranger and is among the first
to reject the rules that have shaped her existence. When she has a baby outside of
wedlock, rather than stand by tradition, she wraps her daughter in a blanket, with a tea
cake hidden in her swaddling, and abandons her in the nearest city.

APRIL 24:

The Women in the Castle by Jessica Shattuck (Fiction) F SHA
Amid the ashes of Nazi Germany’s defeat, Marianne von Lingenfels returns to the oncegrand castle of her husband’s ancestors. The widow of a resister murdered in the failed
July 20, 1944, plot to assassinate Adolf Hitler, Marianne plans to uphold the promise she
made to her husband’s brave conspirators: to find and protect their wives, her fellow
resistance widows. As Marianne assembles this makeshift family from the ruins of her
husband’s resistance movement, she quickly discovers that the black-and-white, highly
principled world of her privileged past has become infinitely more complicated, and filled
with dark secrets that threaten to tear them apart. A dramatic yet nuanced portrait of war
and its repercussions that explores what it means to survive, to love, and, ultimately, to
forgive in the wake of unimaginable hardship.

MAY 29:

Inheriting Edith by Zoe Fishman (Fiction) On Order
For years Maggie Sheets has been an invisible hand in the glittering homes of wealthy
New York City clients, scrubbing, dusting, mopping and doing all she can to keep her
head above water as a single mother. Everything changes when a former employer dies,
leaving Maggie a staggering inheritance: a house in Sag Harbor. The catch? It comes
with an inhabitant: the deceased’s eighty-two-year-old mother, Edith. Edith has
Alzheimer’s—or so the doctors tell her—but she remembers exactly how her daughter,
Liza, could light up a room or bring dark clouds in her wake. And now Liza’s gone, by her
own hand, and Edith has been left—like a chaise or strand of pearls—to a poorly dressed
young woman with a toddler in tow. Maggie and Edith are both certain this arrangement
will be an utter disaster. But as summer days wane, a tenuous bond forms and Edith,
who feels the urgency of her diagnosis, shares a secret that she’s held close for five
decades, launching Maggie on a mission that might just lead them each to what they are
looking for.

JUNE 26:

The Walk by Richard Paul Evans (Fiction) F EVA
What would you do if you lost everything—your job, your home, and the love of your
life—all at the same time? When it happens to Seattle ad executive Alan Christoffersen,
he’s tempted by his darkest thoughts. Instead, he decides to take a walk. But not any
ordinary walk. Taking with him only the barest of essentials, Alan leaves behind all that
he’s known and heads for the farthest point on his map: Key West, Florida. The people
he encounters along the way, and the lessons they share with him, will save his life—and
inspire yours.

JULY 31:

The Boston Girl by Anita Diamant (Fiction) F DIA
Addie Baum is The Boston Girl, born in 1900 to immigrant parents who were unprepared
for and suspicious of America and its effect on their three daughters. Growing up in the
North End, then a teeming multicultural neighborhood, Addie's intelligence and curiosity
take her to a world her parents can't imagine--a world of short skirts, movies, celebrity
culture, and new opportunities for women. Addie wants to finish high school and dreams
of going to college. She wants a career and to find true love. Eighty-five-year-old Addie
tells the story of her life to her twenty-two-year-old granddaughter, who has asked her
"How did you get to be the woman you are today.”

AUGUST 28:

The Stranger in the Woods: the Extraordinary Story of the Last True
Hermit by Michael Finkel (Nonfiction) 974.1 FIN
In 1986, a shy and intelligent twenty-year-old named Christopher Knight left his home in
Massachusetts, drove to Maine, and disappeared into the forest. He would not have a
conversation with another human being until nearly three decades later, when he was
arrested for stealing food. Living in a tent even through brutal winters, he had survived by
his wits and courage, developing ingenious ways to store edibles and water, and to avoid
freezing to death. He broke into nearby cottages for food, clothing, reading material, and
other provisions, taking only what he needed but terrifying a community never able to
solve the mysterious burglaries. Based on extensive interviews with Knight himself, this is
a vividly detailed account of his secluded life.

SEPTEMBER 25:

Before We Were Yours by Lisa Wingate (Fiction) F WIN
Memphis, Tennessee, 1936. The five Foss children find their lives changed forever when
their parents leave them alone on the family shantyboat one stormy night. Rill Foss, just
twelve years old, must protect her four younger siblings as they are wrenched from their
home on the Mississippi and thrown into the care of the infamous Georgia Tann, director
of the Tennessee Children's Home Society. South Carolina, Present Day. Avery Stafford
has lived a charmed life. Loving daughter to her father, a U.S. Senator, she has a
promising career as an assistant D.A. in Baltimore and is engaged to her best friend. But
when Avery comes home to help her father weather a health crisis and a political attack,
a chance encounter with a stranger leaves her deeply shaken. Avery's decision to learn
more about the woman's life will take her on a journey through her family's long-hidden
history.

OCTOBER 30:

Magpie Murders by Anthony Horowitz (Fiction) M HOR
When editor Susan Ryeland is given the manuscript of Alan Conway’s latest novel, she
has no reason to think it will be much different from any of his others. After working with
the bestselling crime writer for years, she’s intimately familiar with his detective, Atticus
Pünd, who solves mysteries disturbing sleepy English villages. An homage to queens of
classic British crime such as Agatha Christie and Dorothy Sayers, Alan’s traditional
formula has proved hugely successful. So successful that Susan must continue to put up
with his troubling behavior if she wants to keep her job. - Conway’s latest tale has
Atticus Pünd investigating a murder at Pye Hall, a local manor house. Yes, there are
dead bodies and a host of intriguing suspects, but the more Susan reads, the more she’s
convinced that there is another story hidden in the pages of the manuscript: one of reallife jealousy, greed, ruthless ambition, and murder.

NOVEMBER 27:

Killers of the Flower Moon: the Osage Murders and the Birth of the
FBI by David Grann (Nonfiction) 976.6004 GRA
In the 1920s, the riches people per capita in the world were members of the Osage
Indian nation in Oklahoma. After oil was discovered beneath their land, they rode in
chauffeured automobiles, built mansions, and sent their children to study in Europe.
Then, one by one, the Osage began to be killed off. . The family of an Osage woman,
Mollie Burkhart, became a prime target. Her relatives were shot and poisoned. And it was
just the beginning. Many of those who dared to investigate the killings were themselves
murdered. As the death toll climbed to more than twenty-four, the FBI took up the case. It
was one of the organization’s first major homicide investigations and the bureau badly
bungled the case. In desperation, the young director, J. Edgar Hoover, turned to a former
Texas Ranger named Tom White who put together an undercover team, including one of
the only American Indian agents in the bureau. Together with the Osage they began to
expose one of the most chilling conspiracies in American history.

DECEMBER:

The Book Club does not meet in December

“Reading is a discount ticket to everywhere.” Mary Schmich
American journalist, columnist for the Chicago Tribune

